ASSIGNMENT FOR WEEK FOUR

1. Bring your texts to class (both *The Rhetoric* and *Principles*...).

2. We should be in a position to move from the first canon of rhetoric (Invention) on to the second canon (Arrangement or taxis) which includes Proem, Statement, Argument, and Epilogue.


4. In *Principles of Speech Communication*, read:
   - Chapter 1, "Responsible Speechmaking in an Age of Diversity", page 3-12,
   - Chapter 6, "Finding Supporting Materials", pages 83-93,
   - Chapter 7, "Using Supporting Materials", pages 96-104, and
   - Chapter 9, "Beginning and Ending Your Speech", pages 129-139.

5. Also in *Principles*, please look over Chapter 8, "Organizing and Outlining Your Speech", pages 114-123.

6. Continue with your journal. Only a few sentences are needed to keep it current.

7. Look ahead to Week Five. Though we will have further readings, we will also have a researched speech due during our Week Five class meeting that will include the following:

   1. must have prior experience with the topic you choose.
   2. topic must be narrowed, focused, and limited.
   3. topic must be appropriate to our specific classroom audience.
   4. must find and use three magazine articles.
   5. time limit to be determined by class...three and one half minutes to four and one half or four and one half to five and one half or.....

8. Continue to bear in mind your final lecture. Perhaps the new text has given you some ideas.